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The Papermakers' Pocket Book
PC Magazine
Wireless Devices End to End
Giving Presentations
The Telegrapher
Provides tips and advice for extending the functional
life of such items as household appliances, clothing,
and automobiles, and offers suggestions for repairing
or mending items and disposing or donating
unwanted possessions.

Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette
Telegraphic Journal and Electrical Review
Don't Throw It Out
Making persuasive presentations isn't just a matter of
charisma and fancy charts: it requires concrete skills
that are vital to keeping your audience engaged and
involved. This handy guide contains key information
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on how to customize your presentations to keep
people focused and produce the results you want.

10 Simple Solutions to Adult Add
(Easyread Large Edition)
Blair's Pocket Therapeutics
Fixed Wireless Monthly Newsletter
A Pocket-book of Electrical Rules and
Tables for the Use of Electricians and
Engineers
F & S Index United States Annual
From setting goals and breaking them down into tasks
to creating a manageable schedule and putting it into
action, this guide outlines proactive ways to focus on
mission-critical tasks, eliminate or delegate nonpriority projects, control interruptions, and avoid
distractions.

Executing Innovation
Library Journal
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The Electrical Engineer
The Electrical World
Market Intelligence
"Mechanical World" Electrical Pocket
Book
Single-chip Bluetooth Solutions
How to Break Up with Your Phone
The Composite Catalog of Oil Field
Equipment & Services
Electrical World
Strategic Dynamics: Concepts and Cases, by
Burgelman, Grove, and Meza offers unique and
valuable insight into strategy making for companies in
information technology-driven industries. It is the
product of over twelve years of teaching and research
based on a unique combination of academic
(Stanford’s Robert Burgelman) and industry (Intel’s
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Andy Grove) experience. The key themes and
conceptual frameworks discussed in this book, along
with its case studies and industry notes, provide
instructors and students with a more complete
viewpoint on the dynamic interactions of companies
within industries and between industries than is
typically found in books on strategy and technology
strategy.

The Tenth Street Pet Sanctuary
PC Mag
Do you lose things? Do you interrupt people? Are you
forgetful? While everyone experiences these
problems occasionally, people with attention deficit
disorder (ADD) experience these problems and more
on a daily basis. This book is for people who have
recently been diagnosed with ADD or suspect they
may have ADD. However, even if you have known for
quite some time that you have ADD, this book can still
provide some solutions for some common
frustrations. While this book does not go into great
detail about the disorder, I will provide additional
resources at the end of each chapter.

Pocket Companion to Guyton & Hall
Textbook of Medical Physiology E-Book
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology,
delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the
latest products and services. Our expert industry
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analysis and practical solutions help you make better
buying decisions and get more from technology.

Pocket Guide To Mobile Connectivity
Strategic Dynamics: Concepts and Cases
Developing a Business Case
American Druggist
The Pocket Mentor series offers immediate solutions
to the challenges managers face on the job every
day. Each book in the series is packed with handy
tools, self-tests, and real-life examples to help you
identify strengths and weaknesses and hone critical
skills. Whether you're at your desk, in a meeting, or
on the road, these portable guides enable you to
tackle the daily demands of your work with greater
speed, savvy, and effectiveness. Ideas are not
enough: successful innovation requires people to pick
up where the creative process leaves off. These
people must take the creative idea and apply it to a
real-life problem to design a new product, service, or
process. They must construct a carefully articulated
vision for the project, draw up a feasible financial
plan, and advocate the project over the whole course
of its development and implementation. This book
teaches you how to execute an innovation from start
to finish: - Develop a vision statement that stands up
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to evaluation criteria - Build a strong business case to
the stakeholders who will be affected - Manage both
explicit and hidden resistance to change - Sustain the
passion around your idea and keeping its momentum
going

Keep It Together
For anyone juggling a home, a career, and a social
life, Keep It Together offers hundreds of how to’s –
from organizing a closet to hosting a party; from
stocking a pantry to buying stocks; and from finding a
physician to healing a friendship. From the mundane
household chore to unexpected life challenges, Keep
it Together provides expert advice on simplifying
everyday responsibilities.

Managing Time
.NET Wireless Programming
Civil Engineers' Pocket Book
The Journal of the American Medical
Association
Packed with tested strategies and practical tips, this
book is the essential, life-changing guide for everyone
who owns a smartphone. Is your phone the first thing
you reach for in the morning and the last thing you
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touch before bed? Do you frequently pick it up “just to
check,” only to look up forty-five minutes later
wondering where the time has gone? Do you say you
want to spend less time on your phone—but have no
idea how to do so without giving it up completely? If
so, this book is your solution. Award-winning journalist
Catherine Price presents a practical, hands-on plan to
break up—and then make up—with your phone. The
goal? A long-term relationship that actually feels
good. You’ll discover how phones and apps are
designed to be addictive, and learn how the time we
spend on them damages our abilities to focus, think
deeply, and form new memories. You’ll then make
customized changes to your settings, apps,
environment, and mindset that will ultimately enable
you to take back control of your life.

Pocket-book of Medical Practice
A definitive overview of wireless devices furnishes a
detailed look at cutting edge wireless technology,
implementation tips and tricks, and real-life examples
and provides practical information on device
fundamentals, device integration, implementation,
wireless, security, and such networking technologies
as 3G, WiFI, 90211b, Bluetooth, and HomeRF.
Original. (Intermediate)

Microtimes
How do you decide on the best course of action for
your company to take advantage of new
opportunities? By building a business case. This book
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provides a framework for building a business case.
You'll learn how to: Clearly define the opportunity
you'll want to address in your business case Identify
and analyze a range of alternatives Recommend one
option and assess its risks Create a high-level
implementation plan for your proposed alternative
Communicate your case to key stakeholders

Pocket Ion Chambers for Beta Radiation
Dose
John E. Hall’s Pocket Companion to Guyton and Hall
Textbook of Medical Physiology, 12th Edition offers ata-glance reference to the most important facts and
concepts from one of the world’s favorite medical
physiology texts, all in a portable, quick-access
format. It assembles all of the physiologic data and
principles needed for the study of medicine, presents
them in a concise, no-nonsense manner, and fits them
into your pocket – for convenient access anytime!
Efficiently review key concepts thanks to a concise, ata-glance format. Carry the same authoritative, useful
knowledge that readers of Guyton have come to trust
– right in your pocket. Easily locate more in-depth
discussions inside the parent text with abundant crossreferences and a parallel chapter organization.
Quickly access all of the most current physiology
information on the go.

Pocket-book of Medical Practice
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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